EWWR good practices and case studies
United Against Waste Challenge

1. Details of Action:
Coordinators: EWWR Secretariat
Action Developers: Unilever Food Solutions (UFS)
Name of nominated action: United Against Waste Challenge
Towns: Antwerpen, Brugge, Gent, Laakdal
Region: Flanders
Country: Belgium
Website: http://www.unileverfoodsolutions.be/fr/nos-services/votre-cuisine/United-Against-Waste-Challenge
www.unileverfoodsolutions.be
Nominee category: Business/Industry
Dates of action: 22-30/11/201

2. Action’s theme:
Reduce – Strict avoidance and reduction at source
Reuse – Preparing for reuse and reuse
Recycle – Waste sorting and Recycling
Let’s Clean Up Europe!

3. Action related to the Prevention Thematic Days 2014: Stop Food Waste:
Yes
No

4.

Description of the nominated action:

Unilever Food Solutions (UFS) launched on October 16, 2014 the "United Against Waste Challenge', an
innovative, focused and ‘challenging’ campaign in France, Netherlands and Belgium calling professional chefs
to perform an audit of the waste in their kitchens. Earlier in 2014, Unilever Food Solutions also organized No
Waste Kitchen Ateliers – cooking workshops (watch VIDEO). The 36 participating restaurants had one
month to carry out an audit on 3 to 5 days/week. A waste audit is an extremely useful educational action to
raise awareness of the amount of waste they produce and food thrown away. Both kitchen staff and
restaurants clients’ outputs in 9 pilot sites shown that our tools can reduce waste from restaurants by 20%.
As a guide for restaurants in Unite against food waste, Unilever Food Solutions developed a whole “miniwebsite” with different pages with several sections to raise awareness on food waste, to expose the project and
to give suggestions and tricks on how to avoid food waste. Some of the tools created for the initiative under the
toolbox
"Stop
wasting":
available
for
download
in
French
and
Flemish
under
http://www.unileverfoodsolutions.be/fr/nos-services/votre-cuisine/waste-portal/application; it contains an App
(iOS, Android and web version), a guide manual for a correct audit, a food waste calculator for restaurants, «
Stop au gaspi », factsheets on food waste management, videos and tips by famous chefs, a main section
dedicated to food waste, featuring tricks and key figures to inform.
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The campaign ran in 4 parts:


Audit and food waste identification (and awareness)



Reasoned analysis: Tracking back when and where food waste is generated



Communication: download the kit « Stop au gaspi » featuring tools to fight food waste + tips and tricks,
recipes and smart suggestions from renowned chefs



Invitation to another audit to ‘taste’ the difference and discover the economic gain of waste reduction

We followed-up on the participating restaurants to keep track of their audit and extrapolate data to project those
figures and have a picture representative of the entire restaurant industry in our territories of action. During the
EWWR 2014, the final results of the project have been presented.
Analysed results of audits of the participating restaurants formed the content of a press release directed to
professional media in France, Belgium and Nederland as well as regional press (both magazines and digital)
released during the EWWR. During the same week a report of the results collected and an in-depth analysis of
the latter online (our websites and social media/Facebook pages) has been published. The network of
participating restaurant received the communication and was invited to get involved. Last but not least, this
report (in annex) will appear in multiple engaging tools targeted towards clients, from commercial, social and
trade channels (Culinary magazine, Recipe booklet, The UniKit communication material set targeting
school, elderly home and business & industry restoration). This increases press coverage and
audience targeting. It will also be the object of a dedicated mailing later in February/March.

5. Type of evaluation conducted and outcome of the evaluation:
Number of visitors/participants
Feedback from visitors/participants (willingness to change their behaviour)
Quantity of waste avoided/collected
Amount of CO2 avoided
Other indicators (please specify):
Economic savings; participants: 36 French, Belgian and Dutch chefs participated in the
"United Against Waste Challenge

Extract from the exclusive report:
“In total, for the 11 commercial and social restaurants the results of which are known, the extent of the waste
amounts to 1 ton 918 kg of food waste for 17 042 covers on 1 week. An average of 126 g of waste per
cover. More specifically, they are 139 g of waste per cover which are observed in commercial foodservice
against 113 g per catering cover.
Extrapolating these figures on 1 year, we get more than 99 tons of food waste!
But the ultimate aim of the challenge was to help chefs reduce their waste by 20% (or 20% of 99 tons and
730 kg), which corresponds to a potential decrease of volume of 19,95 tons per year. Knowing that 1 kg of
food waste costs on average 2 euros to each chef (waste treatment and taxes), these waste savings represent
a total annual savings of 39 892 euros per year!”
In November 2014, we have sent a dedicated press release to the professional media in Belgium,
Netherlands and France (attached in French and Dutch / not existing in English).
We have today 50 articles published and others planned in the coming months (coverage overview attached).
In term of target audience: we have touched more than 1 600 000 visitors on-line and more than 1 500 000 offline lectors (magazines).
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Another point of success is the increasing interest of organisations (governmental or not) / associations /
cities / regions; UFS has already been asked by 3 big associations to become a partner for big events or
operations they want to run on the “United Against Waste Challenge”. The subject really interests chefs,
consumers, and media….
Finally, UFS trade partners (Java in Belgium, Sligro, DeliXL in Netherlands, Metro), some big chains customers
(Sodexo, Compass, Touristra, Stayokay) ask us to present them the operation and tools to implement them in
their restaurants or to communicate on food waste to Chefs.

6. Reasons why the action has been selected for the EWWR 2014 Awards:
a) Visibility and communicational aspects:
Dedicated press release sent to the professional media in Belgium, Netherlands and France (attached in
French and Dutch). We have today 50 articles published and others planned in the coming months (detailed
press coverage overview in annex).
In term of target audience: more than 1 600 000 visitors on-line, more than 1 500 000 off-line lectors
(magazines) reached, 36 chefs involved in this first round of the audit. Chefs are also a very interested and
concerned audience to address and they are key actors in promoting good practices in food waste prevention.
In addition, we sent for five weeks educational mailings about food waste to more than 300 chefs, to sensitize
them about the issue and to encourage them to act. Great visibility thanks to the presence of renowned chefs
and for involving restaurants (consequently their clients and their circles)

b) Quality of content and focus on waste reduction, products reuse or materials recycling:
The action clearly tackles the issue of food waste generation and exploits the know-how of the brand to really
provoke a behavioural change towards waste prevention starting from restaurants.

c) Originality and exemplarity:
The "United Against Waste Challenge is original because it is a collective action, trying to engage chefs first to
have an impact on the entire industry but also clients. We hope this project will inspire the chefs to make small
changes
in
their
daily
routine
and
thus
have
a
major
impact
on
our
planet.
If large agro-food group, we are pioneers in this type of initiative in the Benelux and France. It is the first time
such a challenge is organized.

d) European reproducibility:
Easy to reproduce wherever there are at least one restaurants, which is to say almost everywhere in Europe. A
brochure like for example our 'Work Smart: Stop wasting' can be made available to chefs. In it they find
practical solutions to optimize their waste management. We also provide them an audit form and the "Stop
wasting 'app, which records their audits and analyze their evolution. To maximize chefs’ chance to participate
in our campaign, these tools are free to download on our websites (also available for download by citizens!).

e) Lasting impact:
After each participating restaurant carried out the food waste audit, we followed-up and analysed results,
published and disseminate them during the EWWR in a report. Afterwards we will follow the participating
restaurants throughout 2015 and we will invite them every 4 months to conduct an audit. At the end of
November 2015, during the next edition of the European Week for Waste Reduction, we will analyse the
evolution of food waste in these kitchens to appreciate changes in both economic and food waste savings,
as we hope. Thus, we can evaluate the impact of the audits and actions. The changes have become and UFS
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does not want to leave this initiative just as a one-shot action but really contribute to a change in food
waste prevention.

f) Motivation:
The second motivation apart from the willingness to not waste food, somewhere already present in the culture
of chefs: in times of crisis, we understand that one of the biggest concerns of every chef and budget cuts in the
cost. Therefore, we explain them in our brochures that they can do so by producing less food waste. For one
ton of waste represent on average 2,000 euros. Our "Stop wasting 'app shows the evolution of their savings
during the audits, in order to motivate them to take action against food waste. A concrete example of one of our
pilot sites: After two audits Google Headquarters Amsterdam now produces only 63 pounds of waste per
service instead of 67.9 kg. That's a savings of 1,764 euros a year.

Webography:





http://www.unileverfoodsolutions.be/fr/nos-services/votre-cuisine/waste-portal/tools/tips
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TRu29doLEOM#t=14
http://www.unileverfoodsolutions.be/fr/nos-services/votre-cuisine/waste-portal/videos-chefs
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